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• Observed Higgs couplings appear to be 
consistent with SM prediction. 

• Apart from precision measurement of mass, 
spin, couplings to SM particles, what is left?



Why double Higgs (hh) ?
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• Measurement of triple and quartic couplings provides crucial input to confirm SM prediction. The 
knowledge of c3 and c4 is crucial to reconstruct the Higgs potential for better understanding of EWSB. 
Any deviation will lead to new physics beyond SM. The HL-LHC will have opportunity to probe triple 
Higgs self-coupling (c3), while we will need a new machine to probe quartic coupling (c4).
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• The c3 is sensitive at lower-energy bins where the backgrounds are large.

• Destructive interference between two diagrams in SM makes it difficult to probe c3. 
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• Measurement of triple and quartic couplings provides crucial input to confirm SM prediction. The 
knowledge of c3 and c4 is crucial to reconstruct the Higgs potential for better understanding of EWSB. 
Any deviation will lead to new physics beyond SM. The HL-LHC will have opportunity to probe triple 
Higgs self-coupling (c3), while we will need a new machine to probe quartic coupling (c4).

• The c3 is sensitive at lower-energy bins where the backgrounds are large.

• Destructive interference between two diagrams in SM makes it difficult to probe c3. 

c3=1



Double Higgs Production

bb WW* 𝜏𝜏 ZZ* 𝛾𝛾
bb 33%

WW* 25% 4.6%

𝜏𝜏 7.3% 2.7% 0.39%

ZZ* 3.1% 1.1% 0.33% 0.069%

𝛾𝛾 0.26% 0.1% 0.028% 0.012% 0.0005%

• Resonant / non-resonant double Higgs production is interesting, 
theoretically and experimentally.

• It is a guaranteed physics at HL-LHC with high impact.
• It is challenging experimentally.
• Triple Higgs coupling is easily modified in many extensions of SM. 
• Double Higgs production provides measurement of the first non-

trivial term (cubic term) in the Higgs potential. 
• It brings many different final states.



Decays

• These measurements are challenged by a 
low 𝜎 (hh) and small branching ratios (BR). 

• No single channel is expected to reach 3 
sigma at HL-LHC. 

• The combination of different channels is 
crucial. bbWW has good potential for 
further improvement.
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ZZ* 3.1% 1.1% 0.33% 0.069%

𝛾𝛾 0.26% 0.1% 0.028% 0.012% 0.0005%

ratios

�(hh)NNLO

SM
' 40.7 fb

higher branching

cleaner final
state

( 14 TeV )

Ghent, 11/07/2018 12

ATLAS + CMS HH combina�on

Search for di-Higgs produc�on with ATLAS F. Costanza

 Combined values channel-by-channel:

 No correla�on considered (shown to have 

negligible impact).

 Systema�c uncertain�es included.

 Signal (SM) signi.cance:

 4σ expected for ATLAS+CMS! 

 Signal (SM) injec�on test:

 μinj = 1: μ measured with ~30% unc.

 μinj = 0: SM di-Higgs produc�on excluded at 95% CL.

 kλ measurement (assuming SM value):

 2nd minimum excluded at 99.4% CL thanks to

mhh shape informa�on. 

4σ expected for ATLAS+CMS! 

1902.00134

1902.00134



Experimental status on c3 @ LHC 13 TeV

�11.8 < c3 < 18.8

c3

CMS PAS HIG-17-030

(bb�� + bb⌧⌧ + bbbb + bbV V )

• Allowed region of c3.

• The bb𝛾𝛾 and bb𝜏𝜏 are leading 
channels.

95% CL on �hh/�
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Recent CMS analysis DNN 
1708.04188

7.2 Nonresonant production 15

Figure 8: Left: expected (dashed) and observed (continuous) 95% CL upper limits on the prod-
uct of the Higgs boson pair production cross section and branching fraction for HH ! bbVV !
bb`n`n as a function of kl/kt. The inner (green) band and the outer (yellow) band indicate the
regions containing 68 and 95%, respectively, of the distribution of limits expected under the
background-only hypothesis. Red lines show the theoretical cross sections, along with their
uncertainties, for kt = 1 (SM) and kt = 2. Right: exclusions in the (kl, kt) plane. The red
region corresponds to parameters excluded at 95% CL with the observed data, whereas the
dashed black line and the blue areas correspond to the expected exclusions and the 68 and 95%
bands (light and dark respectively). Isolines of the product of the theoretical cross section and
branching fraction for HH ! bbVV ! bb`n`n are shown as dashed-dotted lines. The dia-
mond marker indicates the prediction of the SM. All theoretical predictions are extracted from
Refs. [12–17, 84].

EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

CERN-EP-2017-168
2018/02/06

CMS-HIG-17-006

Search for resonant and nonresonant Higgs boson pair
production in the bb`n`n final state in proton-proton

collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV

The CMS Collaboration⇤

Abstract

Searches for resonant and nonresonant pair-produced Higgs bosons (HH) decaying
respectively into `n`n, through either W or Z bosons, and bb are presented. The analy-
ses are based on a sample of proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV, collected by the

CMS experiment at the LHC, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb�1.
Data and predictions from the standard model are in agreement within uncertain-
ties. For the standard model HH hypothesis, the data exclude at 95% confidence level
a product of the production cross section and branching fraction larger than 72 fb,
corresponding to 79 times the standard model prediction. Constraints are placed on
different scenarios considering anomalous couplings, which could affect the rate and
kinematics of HH production. Upper limits at 95% confidence level are set on the pro-
duction cross section of narrow-width spin-0 and spin-2 particles decaying to Higgs
boson pairs, the latter produced with minimal gravity-like coupling.

Published in the Journal of High Energy Physics as doi:10.1007/JHEP01(2018)054.

c� 2018 CERN for the benefit of the CMS Collaboration. CC-BY-4.0 license

⇤See Appendix A for the list of collaboration members
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6 6 Systematic uncertainties

The method is validated both in simulation and in two data control regions requiring either
m`` > mZ � 15 GeV or |m`` � mZ| < 15 GeV. The predicted DY distributions are in agreement
with data and simulation within the uncertainties of the method, described in section 6.

5 Parameterised multivariate discriminators for signal extraction
Deep neural network (DNN) discriminators, based on the Keras library [73], are used to im-
prove the signal-to-background separation. As the dominant background process (tt produc-
tion) is irreducible, the DNNs rely on information related to event kinematics. The variables
provided as input to the DNNs exploit the presence in the signal of two Higgs bosons de-
caying into two b jets on the one hand, and two leptons and two neutrinos on the other
hand, which results in different kinematics for the dilepton and dijet systems between signal
and background processes. The variables used as input are: m``, DR``, DRjj, Df(``, jj) (de-
fined as the Df between the dijet and the dilepton systems), p

``
T , p

jj
T, min

�
DRj`

�
, and mT =p

2p
``
T p

miss
T [1 � cos Df(``,~pmiss
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The DNNs utilise a parameterised machine learning technique [74] in order to ensure optimal
sensitivity on the full range of signal hypotheses considered in these searches. In this approach,
one or more physics parameters describing the wider scope of the problem, as for example
the mass of the resonance in the resonant search case, are provided as input to the DNNs, in
addition to reconstructed quantities. The parameterised network is able to perform as well as
individual networks trained on specific hypotheses (parameter values) while requiring only
a single training, and provides a smooth interpolation to cases not seen during the training
phase, as shown by Fig. 3. Two parameterised DNNs are trained: one for the resonant and
one for the nonresonant search. In the first case, the set of parameters are the masses of the
resonance, providing 13 values for the network training (mX = 260, 270, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500,
550, 600, 650, 750, 800, 900 GeV), and a discrete variable indicating the dilepton flavour channel:
same flavour (e+e� and µ+µ�) or different flavour (e±µ⌥). In the second case, the parameters
are kl and kt, providing 32 combinations of those for the network training (kl = �20, -5, 0,
1, 2.4, 3.8, 5, 20 and kt = 0.5, 1, 1.75, 2.5), and the dilepton flavour channel variable as in the
resonant case.

The mjj distributions, and resonant and nonresonant DNN discriminators after selection re-
quirements, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Given their discrimination power be-
tween signal and background, both variables are used to enhance the sensitivity of the anal-
ysis. We define three regions in mjj: two of them enriched in background, mjj < 75 GeV and
mjj � 140 GeV, and the other enriched in signal, mjj 2 [ 75, 140 )GeV. In each region, we use
the DNN output as our final discriminant, as shown in Fig. 6, where the three mjj regions are
represented in a single distribution.

6 Systematic uncertainties
We investigate sources of systematic uncertainties and their impact on the statistical interpre-
tation of the results by considering both uncertainties in the normalisation of the various pro-
cesses in the analysis, as well as those affecting the shapes of the distributions.

Theoretical uncertainties in the cross sections of backgrounds estimated using simulation are
considered as systematic uncertainties in the yield predictions. The uncertainty in the total
integrated luminosity is determined to be 2.5% [75].
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The DNNs utilise a parameterised machine learning technique [74] in order to ensure optimal
sensitivity on the full range of signal hypotheses considered in these searches. In this approach,
one or more physics parameters describing the wider scope of the problem, as for example
the mass of the resonance in the resonant search case, are provided as input to the DNNs, in
addition to reconstructed quantities. The parameterised network is able to perform as well as
individual networks trained on specific hypotheses (parameter values) while requiring only
a single training, and provides a smooth interpolation to cases not seen during the training
phase, as shown by Fig. 3. Two parameterised DNNs are trained: one for the resonant and
one for the nonresonant search. In the first case, the set of parameters are the masses of the
resonance, providing 13 values for the network training (mX = 260, 270, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500,
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represented in a single distribution.

6 Systematic uncertainties
We investigate sources of systematic uncertainties and their impact on the statistical interpre-
tation of the results by considering both uncertainties in the normalisation of the various pro-
cesses in the analysis, as well as those affecting the shapes of the distributions.

Theoretical uncertainties in the cross sections of backgrounds estimated using simulation are
considered as systematic uncertainties in the yield predictions. The uncertainty in the total
integrated luminosity is determined to be 2.5% [75].
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Combina�on results: non-resonant produc�on

Search for di-Higgs produc�on with ATLAS F. Costanza

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-009

95% CL con.dence intervals:

 Kλ ∈ [-5.0,12] (obs), [-5.8,12] (exp)

 Indirect limits from single Higgs diFeren�al 

produc�on and decay measurement (80G-1):

 Kλ ∈ [-3.2,11.9] (obs), [-5.8,12.0] (exp)

95% CL upper limit for                               :

 6.9  x              (obs) 

 10.0  x              (exp)

HH produc�on cross-sec�on: Higgs trilinear coupling:

1906.02025

no study for non-resonant hh -> 
bbWW* in the dilepton channel.
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Table 2: Description of the variables used as inputs to the DNN classifier.

(pT , ⌘, �) pT , ⌘, and � of the leptons, leading two signal jets, and leading two b-tagged jets
Dilepton flavour Whether the event is composed of two electrons, two muons, or one of each
�R`` , |��`` | �R and magnitude of the �� between the two leptons
m`` , p``

T
Invariant mass and the transverse momentum of the dilepton system

Emiss
T , Emiss

T -� Magnitude of the missing transverse momentum vector and its � component
|��(pmiss

T , p``T )| Magnitude of the �� between the pmiss
T and the transverse momentum of the dilepton system

|pmiss
T + p``T | Magnitude of the vector sum of the pmiss

T and the transverse momentum of the dilepton system
Jet multiplicities Numbers of b-tagged and non-b-tagged jets
|��bb | Magnitude of the �� between the leading two b-tagged jets
mbb

T2 mT2 [119] using the leading two b-tagged jets as the visible inputs and pmiss
T as invisible input

HT2 Scalar sum of the magnitudes of the momenta of the H ! `⌫`⌫ and H ! bb systems,
HT2 = |pmiss

T + p`,0T + p`,1T | + |pb,0T + pb,1T |
HR

T2 Ratio of HT2 and scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the H decay products,
HR

T2 = HT2/(Emiss
T + |p`,0T | + |p`,1T | + |pb,0T | + |pb,1T |),

where p`(b) ,0{1}T are the transverse momenta of the leading {subleading} lepton (b-tagged jet)

Dedicated control regions are defined to derive data-driven normalisation corrections for the dominant
background processes: CR-Top for Top and CR-Z+HF for Z/�⇤+ HF. These normalisation corrections
are checked in two validation regions, VR-1 and VR-2, enriched with events from the Top and Z/�⇤+ HF
processes. The control and validation regions are defined in Table 3 and are kinematically close to the
signal regions. CR-Top (CR-Z+HF) and VR-1 (VR-2) are defined by inverting the mbb (m``) requirements
relative to those of the signal regions but retain a selection of the high dHH region similar to the signal
regions. VR-1 keeps only those events with mbb > 140 GeV, excluding the region mbb < 100 GeV which
is included in CR-Top, due to significant contamination of Z/�⇤+ HF events. The correlations between the
m`` and mbb observables and dHH after the preselection are observed to be small and do not prevent the
use of the former two in the construction of the analysis regions defined in Table 3, as dHH is found to rely
mainly on the information provided by the additional input observables listed in Table 2. This absence of
strong correlation ensures that the measurements made in the tails of dHH in the control regions can be
extrapolated to those in the signal regions.

The Top background in the signal regions is expected to be composed of approximately equal contributions
from the tt̄ and single-top-quark Wt process and therefore susceptible to the interference e�ects as described
in Section 3. For this reason, CR-Top and the validation regions are defined so that they have predicted
tt̄ and single-top-quark Wt compositions similar to that of the signal regions. This ensures that the
normalisation correction determined in the fit for the Top background results in an accurate estimate of the
combined tt̄ and single-top-quark Wt process in the signal regions, accounting for potential interference
e�ects present in data but not necessarily modelled in MC simulation. Table 3 compares the observed
and predicted event yields, where the background event yields obtained after background-only fits in the
corresponding control regions are also shown. The post-fit normalisation correction factors for the Top and
Z/�⇤+ HF background processes, respectively µTop = 0.79 ± 0.10 and µZ/�⇤+ HF = 1.36 ± 0.07, are also
shown in Table 3. The uncertainties on µTop and µZ/�⇤+ HF take into account the statistical and systematic
uncertainties due to the experimental sources, as described in Section 6.

Distributions of dHH in the control regions after performing background-only fits to data in the control
regions and applying the Top and Z/�⇤+ HF normalisation corrections are shown in Figure 2. In the
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•DNN: two fully connected laters with 250 neurons and ReLu,  
•One dropout layer between the two  
•Four outputs

5 Analysis strategy

5.1 Deep learning approach to target HH

To define signal selection criteria, the analysis relies on the invariant mass of the two leptons, m`` , and the
invariant mass of the two leading (pT-ordered) b-tagged jets, mbb. Due to spin-correlation e�ects present
in the H ! WW⇤ ! `⌫`⌫ decay within the dominant HH ! bbWW⇤ signal process, the signal events
exhibit values of m`` that are typically below 60 GeV. By selecting low values of m`` , the signal purity can
therefore be enhanced while rejecting a large component of the SM Z boson background. Additionally, mbb

has a peak at the mass of the Higgs boson for the signal process and therefore provides an e�ective means
to define selections in which the HH contribution is enhanced. The signal selection criteria therefore
require m`` 2 (20, 60) GeV and mbb 2 (110, 140) GeV. The m`` > 20 GeV requirement is enforced in order
to remove contamination from low-mass resonances and Z/�⇤ processes. The signal selection criteria
are further broken down into same-flavour (SF), i.e. ee or µµ, or di�erent-flavour (DF), i.e. eµ, regions.
Separating by dilepton flavour enhances the separation power between the signal and Z/�⇤ background;
the former has roughly equal probabilities for the SF and DF final states and the latter leads predominantly
to SF final states.

The analysis also relies on the use of a multivariate discriminant designed to select candidate events
consistent with non-resonant HH production. The discriminant is constructed from the output of a deep
neural network (DNN) classifier that is built using the K���� library with T��������� as a backend [113,
114] and uses the ����� library [115] to interface with the analysis software infrastructure of the ATLAS
experiment. The sample of events used for training is composed of equal numbers of events from the
signal and each of the dominant background processes: Top (as defined in Section 3), Z/�⇤ ! `` (Z-``),
and Z/�⇤ ! ⌧⌧ (Z-⌧⌧) production. At the level of selection described above, the three trained-against
background processes are expected to produce the majority of the SM background events. The signal
sample used in the training of the classifier contains only the HH ! bbWW⇤ component due to its larger
BF relative to the HH ! bb⌧⌧ and HH ! bbZ Z⇤ components. As mentioned in Section 1, however,
the sum of all three signal components is evaluated as the signal when performing the statistical analysis.
Additionally, all processes that make up the training sample (HH ! bbWW⇤, Top, Z-``, and Z-⌧⌧) have
the same weight during the training of the classifier. The training sample is composed of simulated
candidate events with one or more b-tagged jets, where events with exactly one b-tagged jet are included to
increase the number of events available for training. For the training events with exactly one b-tagged jet,
each observable that requires at least two b-tagged jets is set to its mean value as computed with the full
set of training events that contain at least two b-tagged jets. Observables that require two b-tagged jets
are defined using the leading two b-tagged jets. The classifier contains two fully connected hidden layers
each with 250 nodes. Rectified linear unit (ReLU) activations are used for each layer [116]. In order to
improve the robustness of the training and to reduce e�ects due to overtraining, there is a dropout layer
with a dropout rate of 50% between the two fully connected layers [117]. The classifier produces four
outputs that are passed through a soft-max activation, constraining their sum to one [35]. The resulting
four outputs, each constrained to values between 0 and 1, are referred to as pi (i 2 {HH,Top,Z-``,Z-⌧⌧}).
Values of pi nearer to 1 indicate that the event likely belongs to class i and values nearer to 0 indicate
otherwise. The main discriminant in the analysis, dHH , is constructed from the four pi and is defined as
dHH = ln

⇥
pHH/

�
pTop + pZ-`` + pZ-⌧⌧

� ⇤
.

The HH ! bb`⌫`⌫ signal events are characterised by two distinct ‘Higgs hemispheres’. One hemisphere
contains the two b-tagged jets from the H ! bb decay and it is typically opposite in the transverse plane to
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for the mbb and m`` distributions is relaxed to dHH > 5. No significant excess over the expected SM
background is observed and upper limits are set on non-resonant Higgs boson pair production at 95%
confidence level (CL) using the CLs method [131]. Table 5 presents these upper limits and comparisons
with the SM prediction. The observed (expected) limit at 95% CL is 1.2 (0.9) pb, corresponding to 40 (29)
times the SM prediction.

Figure 3: Distributions of mbb (left), m`` (middle), and the discriminant dHH (right). The distributions are shown
after the fit to data in the control regions under the background-only hypothesis. Each distribution includes both the
SF and DF events and imposes signal selection requirements on all quantities except the one being plotted, but the
requirement on dHH has been relaxed to dHH > 5 for the distributions of mbb and m`` . The HH ! bb`⌫`⌫ signal
(“HH”) is overlaid and has its cross-section scaled by a factor of 20 relative to the SM prediction for visualisation
purposes. The ratio of the data to the sum of the backgrounds is shown in the lower panel of each figure. The hatched
bands indicate the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.

Table 5: Observed and expected upper limits on the ggF-initiated non-resonant HH production cross-section at 95%
CL and their ratios to the SM prediction (�SM(gg ! HH) = 31.05 fb [12–19]). The ±1� and ±2� variations about
the expected limit are also shown.

�2� �1� Expected +1� +2� Observed
� (gg ! HH) [pb] 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.3 1.9 1.2
� (gg ! HH) /�SM (gg ! HH) 14 20 29 43 62 40

8 Conclusions

A search for non-resonant Higgs boson pair production, as predicted by the SM, is presented in the final
state with at least two b-tagged jets and exactly two leptons with opposite electric charge, where one
of the Higgs bosons decays to bb and the other decays to either WW⇤, Z Z⇤, or ⌧⌧. The analysis uses
pp collision data recorded at

p
s = 13 TeV by the ATLAS detector at the LHC, corresponding to an

integrated luminosity of 139 fb�1. The data are in agreement with the predictions for the SM background
processes. An observed (expected) 95% CL upper limit is set on the cross-section for the production of
Higgs boson pairs, corresponding to 40 (29) times the SM prediction. These limits are comparable to the
previous leading searches for non-resonant Higgs boson pair production performed by the ATLAS and
CMS experiments.
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A search for non-resonant Higgs boson pair production, as predicted by the Standard Model,
is presented, where one of the Higgs bosons decays via the H ! bb channel and the other via
one of the H ! WW⇤/Z Z⇤/⌧⌧ channels. The analysis selection requires events to have at
least two b-tagged jets and exactly two leptons (electrons or muons) with opposite electric
charge in the final state. Candidate events consistent with Higgs boson pair production are
selected using a multi-class neural network discriminant. The analysis uses 139 fb�1 of pp
collision data recorded at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV by the ATLAS detector at the
Large Hadron Collider. An observed (expected) upper limit of 1.2 (0.9+0.4

�0.3) pb is set on the
non-resonant Higgs boson pair production cross-section at 95% confidence level, which is
equivalent to 40 (29+14

�9 ) times the value predicted in the Standard Model.
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Previously on hh → bbWW*
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Adhikary, Banerjee, Barman, Bhattacherjee, Niyogi 2017
Figure 5: Normalised distributions of mbb, m``, pT,bb and pT,`` for the signal and

dominant backgrounds in the 2b2`+ /ET channel after the basic selection cuts.

the total SM di-Higgs significance at the HL-LHC and also serves as an important

search for a resonant di-Higgs scenario [88].

2.3.2 The 1`2j2b+ /ET channel

Before concluding this subsection, we make an attempt to decipher the potential

of the semi-leptonic final state for the bb̄WW
⇤ channel. On the analysis front, we

choose events with exactly two b-tagged jets, one isolated lepton and at least two

light jets meeting the trigger criteria as discussed above. We consider the same set

of cuts as for the dileptonic channel before performing the multivariate analysis. For

this case, we find the following variables to have the best discriminatory properties.

pT,`, /ET , mjj, mbb, �Rjj, �Rbb, pT,bb, pT,`jj, ��bb `jj, �R` jj,

where pT,`jj,��bb `jj and�R` jj refer to the visible pT of the `jj system (for the signal,

ensuing from the h ! WW
⇤
! `⌫jj decay), the azimuthal angle separation between

the di-b-tagged jet system and the `jj system and the �R separation between the

lepton and the di-jet system respectively. Here the dominant backgrounds are the

– 25 –

2.3.1 The 2b2`+ /ET channel

Inspired by the CMS HL-LHC studies [131], we focus on the dileptonic mode of the

bb̄WW
⇤ channel in this part. Di↵ering slightly from CMS, we do not impose cuts on

m``, �R`` and ��bb ``. Moreover, instead of using their neural network discriminator,

we consider the BDTD algorithm. Besides, in addition to their analysis, we include

various subdominant backgrounds on top of the dominant tt̄ backgrounds, as has

been listed above. For this study, we select events with exactly two b-tagged jets

and two isolated leptons with opposite charges. Upon inspecting various kinematic

distributions, we choose the following ten for our multivariate analysis:

pT,`1/2 ,
/ET , m``, mbb, �R``, �Rbb, pT,bb, pT,``, ��bb ``,

where the last term implies the azimuthal angle separation between the reconstructed

di b-tagged jet and di-lepton systems. Having tt̄ as the dominant background by far,

i.e., the weight of this background being several orders of magnitude larger than the

rest, we train our BDTD algorithm with the signal sample along with this background

only. We analyse the other backgrounds upon using this training. The final number

of signal and background events along with the significance are listed in Table 14.

The distributions of the four best discriminatory variables, viz., mbb, m``, pT,bb and

pT,``, after the basic cuts as listed above, are shown in Fig. 5.

Sl. No. Process Order Events

Background

tt̄ lep NNLO [128] 2080.52

tt̄h NLO [111] 131.66

tt̄Z NLO [130] 106.31

tt̄W NLO [129] 35.97

hbb̄ NNLO (5FS) + NLO (4FS) [111] ⇠ 0

``bb̄ LO 842.72

Total 3197.18

Signal (hh ! bb̄WW ! bb̄``+ /ET ) NNLO [70] 35.20

Significance (S/
p
B) 0.62

Table 14: Signal, background yields and final significance for the bb̄``+ /ET channel

after the BDT analysis.

Finally, with a judicious cut on the BDTD observable, we find ⇠ 35 signal and ⇠

3197 background events, yielding a significance of ⇠ 0.62 upon neglecting systematic

uncertainties. The numbers are in excellent agreement to the ones obtained by

CMS [131]. This channel can thus act as an important combining channel to enhance
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FIG. 2: Distributions of �R``, �Rbb, m`` and mbb after basic
generation level cuts.

above the corresponding 2mh threshold. Consequently,
the two top quarks are more or less at rest, while the
two Higgs bosons are boosted and their decay products
tend to be more collimated. This observation motivates
the use of the variables �R``, �Rbb, m`` and mbb for our
starting cuts (their individual distributions are shown in

Fig. 2). These cuts, along with cuts on ~/PT and the lepton
transverse momenta p

`

T
provide our baseline cuts. Ta-

ble I lists the corresponding signal and background cross-
sections (first row). We then compute Topness and Hig-

gsness for each event, which provides a pair of likelihoods
in the (log H, log T ) space. Our results are shown in
Fig. 3, where the Higgsness and Topness are chosen as
the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. The tt̄ events are ex-
pected to be in the bottom right corner (see the right
panel), while the hh events are expected to have smaller
Higgsness and higher Topness (see the left panel). This
motivates the use of a curve in the (log H, log T ) space
as a cut in order to separate signal and background.

The second row in Table I lists the signal and back-
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FIG. 3: Scatter distribution of (logH, log T ) for signal (hh)
and backgrounds (tt̄, tt̄h, tt̄V , ``bj, ⌧⌧bb and others) after
loose baseline selection cuts. The curves are the optimized
cuts as in Table I.

ground cross-sections after some additional cuts. The last
two columns show the corresponding signal significance
using the log-likelihood ratio method for a luminosity of
3 ab�1 and the signal-over-background ratio NSM

sig /Nbknd,
respectively. Our baseline cuts result in a significance
of 0.6 with NSM

sig = 37 and Nbknd = 3841, which is in
rough agreement with results in literature [9, 12]. We
note that one can enhance the signal sensitivity by using

Higgsness � Topness along with M
(b)
T2 , M

(`)
T2 and

p
ŝ
(``)

min
.

The M
(b)
T2 (M (`)

T2 ) is MT2 computed for a subsystem where
the two b-quarks (leptons) are considered as the visible
particles and the two W ’s (⌫’s) as the invisible particles

with m̃ = mW (m̃ = 0). The M
(b)
T2 for tt̄ events has

a kinematic endpoint at mt, while the distributions for
the other processes may extend beyond this endpoint, as

shown in the left panel of Fig. 4. Similarly, M
(`)
T2 has an

endpoint at mW for tt̄ and at m⌧ for ⌧⌧bb, as shown in

the middle panel of Fig. 4. Finally,
p

ŝ
(``)

min
in the right

panel shows an endpoint at mh for hh production, while
all other backgrounds extend above this point. The cuts

on Higgsness � Topness, together with the cuts on M
(b)
T2 ,

M
(`)
T2 and

p
ŝ
(``)

min
increase the significance up to � = 2.1

and NSM
sig /Nbknd = 0.25, keeping NSM

sig = 20. The curve
in the two scatter plots of Fig. 3 and the vertical lines at

M
(b)
T2 = 190 GeV, M

(`)
T2 = 6 GeV and

p
ŝ
(``)

min
= 130 GeV

in Fig. 4 represent the optimized cuts from the second
row of Table I.

A higher significance of 3.0� can be obtained by im-
posing slightly tighter baseline cuts (�R`` < 0.48, m`` <

60 GeV, �Rbb < 1.1, and 95 < mbb < 140 GeV) and
reoptimizing the additional cuts for NSM

sig = 10 and

NSM
sig /Nbknd ⇠ 1.2. Conversely, we can obtain more signal

events with slightly looser baseline cuts. For instance,
NSM

sig = 35 with NSM
sig /Nbknd = 0.061 is easily obtained

with loose baseline cuts (�R`` < 1.6, m`` < 75 GeV,
�Rbb < 1.5, and 90 < mbb < 140 GeV) and optimization
of Higgsness�Topness, which gives a significance of 1.4�.
This can be compared to existing results with a similar
number of signal events but a lower significance of ⇠0.7
[9, 12].
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FIG. 1: Distributions of
p
ŝ
(bb``)
min and the true

p
ŝ for the

case of hh and tt̄ production.

FIG. 2: Distributions of �R``, �Rbb, m`` and mbb after basic
generation level cuts.

above the corresponding 2mh threshold. Consequently,
the two top quarks are more or less at rest, while the
two Higgs bosons are boosted and their decay products
tend to be more collimated. This observation motivates
the use of the variables �R``, �Rbb, m`` and mbb for our
starting cuts (their individual distributions are shown in

Fig. 2). These cuts, along with cuts on ~/PT and the lepton
transverse momenta p

`

T
provide our baseline cuts. Ta-

ble I lists the corresponding signal and background cross-
sections (first row). We then compute Topness and Hig-

gsness for each event, which provides a pair of likelihoods
in the (log H, log T ) space. Our results are shown in
Fig. 3, where the Higgsness and Topness are chosen as
the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. The tt̄ events are ex-
pected to be in the bottom right corner (see the right
panel), while the hh events are expected to have smaller
Higgsness and higher Topness (see the left panel). This
motivates the use of a curve in the (log H, log T ) space
as a cut in order to separate signal and background.

The second row in Table I lists the signal and back-
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<latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit>

lo
g

T
<latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit>

Signal
<latexit sha1_base64="KCahDVUvWr/YkBnMZlYQEevvGAI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQNaWEY0H5AcYW6zl6zZ2z1294QQ8h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jco0ZQ2qhNLtCA0TXLKG5VawdqoZJpFgrWh0PfNbT0wbruSDHacsTHAgecwpWic17/lAouiVyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un1Fs4RJSwUa0wn81IYT1JZTwabFbmZYinSEA9ZxVGLCTDiZXzsl507pk1hpV9KSufp7YoKJMeMkcp0J2qFZ9mbif14ns/FVOOEyzSyTdLEozgSxisxeJ32uGbVi7AhSzd2thA5RI7UuoKILIVh+eZU0q5UgqAR31XLtJo+jAKdwBhcQwCXU4Bbq0AAKj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zAn/gff4AhZiPFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCahDVUvWr/YkBnMZlYQEevvGAI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQNaWEY0H5AcYW6zl6zZ2z1294QQ8h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jco0ZQ2qhNLtCA0TXLKG5VawdqoZJpFgrWh0PfNbT0wbruSDHacsTHAgecwpWic17/lAouiVyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un1Fs4RJSwUa0wn81IYT1JZTwabFbmZYinSEA9ZxVGLCTDiZXzsl507pk1hpV9KSufp7YoKJMeMkcp0J2qFZ9mbif14ns/FVOOEyzSyTdLEozgSxisxeJ32uGbVi7AhSzd2thA5RI7UuoKILIVh+eZU0q5UgqAR31XLtJo+jAKdwBhcQwCXU4Bbq0AAKj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zAn/gff4AhZiPFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCahDVUvWr/YkBnMZlYQEevvGAI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQNaWEY0H5AcYW6zl6zZ2z1294QQ8h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jco0ZQ2qhNLtCA0TXLKG5VawdqoZJpFgrWh0PfNbT0wbruSDHacsTHAgecwpWic17/lAouiVyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un1Fs4RJSwUa0wn81IYT1JZTwabFbmZYinSEA9ZxVGLCTDiZXzsl507pk1hpV9KSufp7YoKJMeMkcp0J2qFZ9mbif14ns/FVOOEyzSyTdLEozgSxisxeJ32uGbVi7AhSzd2thA5RI7UuoKILIVh+eZU0q5UgqAR31XLtJo+jAKdwBhcQwCXU4Bbq0AAKj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zAn/gff4AhZiPFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCahDVUvWr/YkBnMZlYQEevvGAI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQNaWEY0H5AcYW6zl6zZ2z1294QQ8h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jco0ZQ2qhNLtCA0TXLKG5VawdqoZJpFgrWh0PfNbT0wbruSDHacsTHAgecwpWic17/lAouiVyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un1Fs4RJSwUa0wn81IYT1JZTwabFbmZYinSEA9ZxVGLCTDiZXzsl507pk1hpV9KSufp7YoKJMeMkcp0J2qFZ9mbif14ns/FVOOEyzSyTdLEozgSxisxeJ32uGbVi7AhSzd2thA5RI7UuoKILIVh+eZU0q5UgqAR31XLtJo+jAKdwBhcQwCXU4Bbq0AAKj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zAn/gff4AhZiPFQ==</latexit>
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log H
<latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit>
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g

T
<latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit>

Backgrounds
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FIG. 3: Scatter distribution of (logH, log T ) for signal (hh)
and backgrounds (tt̄, tt̄h, tt̄V , ``bj, ⌧⌧bb and others) after
loose baseline selection cuts. The curves are the optimized
cuts as in Table I.

ground cross-sections after some additional cuts. The last
two columns show the corresponding signal significance
using the log-likelihood ratio method for a luminosity of
3 ab�1 and the signal-over-background ratio NSM

sig /Nbknd,
respectively. Our baseline cuts result in a significance
of 0.6 with NSM

sig = 37 and Nbknd = 3841, which is in
rough agreement with results in literature [9, 12]. We
note that one can enhance the signal sensitivity by using

Higgsness � Topness along with M
(b)
T2 , M

(`)
T2 and

p
ŝ
(``)

min
.

The M
(b)
T2 (M (`)

T2 ) is MT2 computed for a subsystem where
the two b-quarks (leptons) are considered as the visible
particles and the two W ’s (⌫’s) as the invisible particles

with m̃ = mW (m̃ = 0). The M
(b)
T2 for tt̄ events has

a kinematic endpoint at mt, while the distributions for
the other processes may extend beyond this endpoint, as

shown in the left panel of Fig. 4. Similarly, M
(`)
T2 has an

endpoint at mW for tt̄ and at m⌧ for ⌧⌧bb, as shown in

the middle panel of Fig. 4. Finally,
p

ŝ
(``)

min
in the right

panel shows an endpoint at mh for hh production, while
all other backgrounds extend above this point. The cuts

on Higgsness � Topness, together with the cuts on M
(b)
T2 ,

M
(`)
T2 and

p
ŝ
(``)

min
increase the significance up to � = 2.1

and NSM
sig /Nbknd = 0.25, keeping NSM

sig = 20. The curve
in the two scatter plots of Fig. 3 and the vertical lines at

M
(b)
T2 = 190 GeV, M

(`)
T2 = 6 GeV and

p
ŝ
(``)

min
= 130 GeV

in Fig. 4 represent the optimized cuts from the second
row of Table I.

A higher significance of 3.0� can be obtained by im-
posing slightly tighter baseline cuts (�R`` < 0.48, m`` <

60 GeV, �Rbb < 1.1, and 95 < mbb < 140 GeV) and
reoptimizing the additional cuts for NSM

sig = 10 and

NSM
sig /Nbknd ⇠ 1.2. Conversely, we can obtain more signal

events with slightly looser baseline cuts. For instance,
NSM

sig = 35 with NSM
sig /Nbknd = 0.061 is easily obtained

with loose baseline cuts (�R`` < 1.6, m`` < 75 GeV,
�Rbb < 1.5, and 90 < mbb < 140 GeV) and optimization
of Higgsness�Topness, which gives a significance of 1.4�.
This can be compared to existing results with a similar
number of signal events but a lower significance of ⇠0.7
[9, 12].
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2.3.1 The 2b2`+ /ET channel

Inspired by the CMS HL-LHC studies [131], we focus on the dileptonic mode of the

bb̄WW
⇤ channel in this part. Di↵ering slightly from CMS, we do not impose cuts on

m``, �R`` and ��bb ``. Moreover, instead of using their neural network discriminator,

we consider the BDTD algorithm. Besides, in addition to their analysis, we include

various subdominant backgrounds on top of the dominant tt̄ backgrounds, as has

been listed above. For this study, we select events with exactly two b-tagged jets

and two isolated leptons with opposite charges. Upon inspecting various kinematic

distributions, we choose the following ten for our multivariate analysis:

pT,`1/2 ,
/ET , m``, mbb, �R``, �Rbb, pT,bb, pT,``, ��bb ``,

where the last term implies the azimuthal angle separation between the reconstructed

di b-tagged jet and di-lepton systems. Having tt̄ as the dominant background by far,

i.e., the weight of this background being several orders of magnitude larger than the

rest, we train our BDTD algorithm with the signal sample along with this background

only. We analyse the other backgrounds upon using this training. The final number

of signal and background events along with the significance are listed in Table 14.

The distributions of the four best discriminatory variables, viz., mbb, m``, pT,bb and

pT,``, after the basic cuts as listed above, are shown in Fig. 5.

Sl. No. Process Order Events

Background

tt̄ lep NNLO [128] 2080.52

tt̄h NLO [111] 131.66

tt̄Z NLO [130] 106.31

tt̄W NLO [129] 35.97

hbb̄ NNLO (5FS) + NLO (4FS) [111] ⇠ 0

``bb̄ LO 842.72

Total 3197.18

Signal (hh ! bb̄WW ! bb̄``+ /ET ) NNLO [70] 35.20

Significance (S/
p
B) 0.62

Table 14: Signal, background yields and final significance for the bb̄``+ /ET channel

after the BDT analysis.

Finally, with a judicious cut on the BDTD observable, we find ⇠ 35 signal and ⇠

3197 background events, yielding a significance of ⇠ 0.62 upon neglecting systematic

uncertainties. The numbers are in excellent agreement to the ones obtained by

CMS [131]. This channel can thus act as an important combining channel to enhance
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FIG. 2: Distributions of �R``, �Rbb, m`` and mbb after basic
generation level cuts.

above the corresponding 2mh threshold. Consequently,
the two top quarks are more or less at rest, while the
two Higgs bosons are boosted and their decay products
tend to be more collimated. This observation motivates
the use of the variables �R``, �Rbb, m`` and mbb for our
starting cuts (their individual distributions are shown in

Fig. 2). These cuts, along with cuts on ~/PT and the lepton
transverse momenta p

`

T
provide our baseline cuts. Ta-

ble I lists the corresponding signal and background cross-
sections (first row). We then compute Topness and Hig-

gsness for each event, which provides a pair of likelihoods
in the (log H, log T ) space. Our results are shown in
Fig. 3, where the Higgsness and Topness are chosen as
the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. The tt̄ events are ex-
pected to be in the bottom right corner (see the right
panel), while the hh events are expected to have smaller
Higgsness and higher Topness (see the left panel). This
motivates the use of a curve in the (log H, log T ) space
as a cut in order to separate signal and background.

The second row in Table I lists the signal and back-
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<latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit>

lo
g

T
<latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit>

Signal
<latexit sha1_base64="KCahDVUvWr/YkBnMZlYQEevvGAI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQNaWEY0H5AcYW6zl6zZ2z1294QQ8h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jco0ZQ2qhNLtCA0TXLKG5VawdqoZJpFgrWh0PfNbT0wbruSDHacsTHAgecwpWic17/lAouiVyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un1Fs4RJSwUa0wn81IYT1JZTwabFbmZYinSEA9ZxVGLCTDiZXzsl507pk1hpV9KSufp7YoKJMeMkcp0J2qFZ9mbif14ns/FVOOEyzSyTdLEozgSxisxeJ32uGbVi7AhSzd2thA5RI7UuoKILIVh+eZU0q5UgqAR31XLtJo+jAKdwBhcQwCXU4Bbq0AAKj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zAn/gff4AhZiPFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCahDVUvWr/YkBnMZlYQEevvGAI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQNaWEY0H5AcYW6zl6zZ2z1294QQ8h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jco0ZQ2qhNLtCA0TXLKG5VawdqoZJpFgrWh0PfNbT0wbruSDHacsTHAgecwpWic17/lAouiVyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un1Fs4RJSwUa0wn81IYT1JZTwabFbmZYinSEA9ZxVGLCTDiZXzsl507pk1hpV9KSufp7YoKJMeMkcp0J2qFZ9mbif14ns/FVOOEyzSyTdLEozgSxisxeJ32uGbVi7AhSzd2thA5RI7UuoKILIVh+eZU0q5UgqAR31XLtJo+jAKdwBhcQwCXU4Bbq0AAKj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zAn/gff4AhZiPFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCahDVUvWr/YkBnMZlYQEevvGAI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQNaWEY0H5AcYW6zl6zZ2z1294QQ8h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jco0ZQ2qhNLtCA0TXLKG5VawdqoZJpFgrWh0PfNbT0wbruSDHacsTHAgecwpWic17/lAouiVyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un1Fs4RJSwUa0wn81IYT1JZTwabFbmZYinSEA9ZxVGLCTDiZXzsl507pk1hpV9KSufp7YoKJMeMkcp0J2qFZ9mbif14ns/FVOOEyzSyTdLEozgSxisxeJ32uGbVi7AhSzd2thA5RI7UuoKILIVh+eZU0q5UgqAR31XLtJo+jAKdwBhcQwCXU4Bbq0AAKj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zAn/gff4AhZiPFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KCahDVUvWr/YkBnMZlYQEevvGAI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQNaWEY0H5AcYW6zl6zZ2z1294QQ8h9sLBSx9f/Y+W/cJFdo4oOBx3szzMyLUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03jco0ZQ2qhNLtCA0TXLKG5VawdqoZJpFgrWh0PfNbT0wbruSDHacsTHAgecwpWic17/lAouiVyn7Fn4OskiAnZchR75W+un1Fs4RJSwUa0wn81IYT1JZTwabFbmZYinSEA9ZxVGLCTDiZXzsl507pk1hpV9KSufp7YoKJMeMkcp0J2qFZ9mbif14ns/FVOOEyzSyTdLEozgSxisxeJ32uGbVi7AhSzd2thA5RI7UuoKILIVh+eZU0q5UgqAR31XLtJo+jAKdwBhcQwCXU4Bbq0AAKj/AMr/DmKe/Fe/c+Fq1rXj5zAn/gff4AhZiPFQ==</latexit>
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log H
<latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S0ROfAWo/WNykAjT8cZ5c6QWpDs=">AAAB73icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0E2wFV2WmG10WdNFlBXuBdiiZNNOGZpIxyQhl6Eu4caGIW1/HnW9j2s5CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t532hjc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cto1KNWUtqoTS3ZAYJrhkLcutYN1EMxKHgnXCye283nli2nAlH+w0YUFMRpJHnBLrrG6lL9QINyqDUtmregvhdfBzKEOu5qD01R8qmsZMWiqIMT3fS2yQEW05FWxW7KeGJYROyIj1HEoSMxNki31n+NI5Qxwp7Z60eOH+nshIbMw0Dl1nTOzYrNbm5n+1XmqjmyDjMkktk3T5UZQKbBWeH4+HXDNqxdQBoZq7XTEdE02odREVXQj+6snr0K5Vfcf3tXL9Lo+jAOdwAVfgwzXUoQFNaAEFAc/wCm/oEb2gd/SxbN1A+cwZ/BH6/AG56I8Y</latexit>

lo
g

T
<latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TCRQj0vKlQKyDIuAZVIlAnZVTpg=">AAAB73icbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7CbRsuAFpYRcoNkCbOT2WTIXNaZWSEseQkbC0VsfR0738ZJsoUm/jDw8Z9zmHP+KOHMWN//9jY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0slp26hUE9oiiivdjbChnEnassxy2k00xSLitBNNbuf1zhPVhinZtNOEhgKPJIsZwdZZ3UqfqxFqVgalsl/1F0LrEORQhlyNQemrP1QkFVRawrExvcBPbJhhbRnhdFbsp4YmmEzwiPYcSiyoCbPFvjN06ZwhipV2T1q0cH9PZFgYMxWR6xTYjs1qbW7+V+ulNr4JMyaT1FJJlh/FKUdWofnxaMg0JZZPHWCimdsVkTHWmFgXUdGFEKyevA7tWjVw/FAr1+/yOApwDhdwBQFcQx3uoQEtIMDhGV7hzXv0Xrx372PZuuHlM2fwR97nD8wkjyQ=</latexit>

Backgrounds
<latexit sha1_base64="w+EOqvGeFP/x+x/9JT38lAsZFpY=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSS96LGoB48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZjfsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj5YeLw3MzvzwlRwg5737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJx6hMU9amSijdC4lhgkvWRo6C9VLNSBIK1g0nt3O/+8S04Uo+4jRlQUJGksecErRS/4bQyUirTEZmWK15dW8Bd534BalBgdaw+jWIFM0SJpEKYkzf91IMcqKRU8FmlUFmWGrnkxHrWypJwkyQL1aeuRdWidxYafskugv1d0dOEmOmSWgrE4Jjs+rNxf+8fobxdZBzmWbIJF1+FGfCReXO73cjrhlFMbWEUM3tri4dE00o2pQqNgR/9eR10mnUfb/uPzRqzbsijjKcwTlcgg9X0IR7aEEbKCh4hld4c9B5cd6dj2VpySl6TuEPnM8fda6RXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w+EOqvGeFP/x+x/9JT38lAsZFpY=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSS96LGoB48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZjfsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj5YeLw3MzvzwlRwg5737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJx6hMU9amSijdC4lhgkvWRo6C9VLNSBIK1g0nt3O/+8S04Uo+4jRlQUJGksecErRS/4bQyUirTEZmWK15dW8Bd534BalBgdaw+jWIFM0SJpEKYkzf91IMcqKRU8FmlUFmWGrnkxHrWypJwkyQL1aeuRdWidxYafskugv1d0dOEmOmSWgrE4Jjs+rNxf+8fobxdZBzmWbIJF1+FGfCReXO73cjrhlFMbWEUM3tri4dE00o2pQqNgR/9eR10mnUfb/uPzRqzbsijjKcwTlcgg9X0IR7aEEbKCh4hld4c9B5cd6dj2VpySl6TuEPnM8fda6RXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w+EOqvGeFP/x+x/9JT38lAsZFpY=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSS96LGoB48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZjfsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj5YeLw3MzvzwlRwg5737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJx6hMU9amSijdC4lhgkvWRo6C9VLNSBIK1g0nt3O/+8S04Uo+4jRlQUJGksecErRS/4bQyUirTEZmWK15dW8Bd534BalBgdaw+jWIFM0SJpEKYkzf91IMcqKRU8FmlUFmWGrnkxHrWypJwkyQL1aeuRdWidxYafskugv1d0dOEmOmSWgrE4Jjs+rNxf+8fobxdZBzmWbIJF1+FGfCReXO73cjrhlFMbWEUM3tri4dE00o2pQqNgR/9eR10mnUfb/uPzRqzbsijjKcwTlcgg9X0IR7aEEbKCh4hld4c9B5cd6dj2VpySl6TuEPnM8fda6RXA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w+EOqvGeFP/x+x/9JT38lAsZFpY=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSS96LGoB48V7Ae0oWw2m3bpZjfsToQS+jO8eFDEq7/Gm//GbZuDtj5YeLw3MzvzwlRwg5737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJx6hMU9amSijdC4lhgkvWRo6C9VLNSBIK1g0nt3O/+8S04Uo+4jRlQUJGksecErRS/4bQyUirTEZmWK15dW8Bd534BalBgdaw+jWIFM0SJpEKYkzf91IMcqKRU8FmlUFmWGrnkxHrWypJwkyQL1aeuRdWidxYafskugv1d0dOEmOmSWgrE4Jjs+rNxf+8fobxdZBzmWbIJF1+FGfCReXO73cjrhlFMbWEUM3tri4dE00o2pQqNgR/9eR10mnUfb/uPzRqzbsijjKcwTlcgg9X0IR7aEEbKCh4hld4c9B5cd6dj2VpySl6TuEPnM8fda6RXA==</latexit>

FIG. 3: Scatter distribution of (logH, log T ) for signal (hh)
and backgrounds (tt̄, tt̄h, tt̄V , ``bj, ⌧⌧bb and others) after
loose baseline selection cuts. The curves are the optimized
cuts as in Table I.

ground cross-sections after some additional cuts. The last
two columns show the corresponding signal significance
using the log-likelihood ratio method for a luminosity of
3 ab�1 and the signal-over-background ratio NSM

sig /Nbknd,
respectively. Our baseline cuts result in a significance
of 0.6 with NSM

sig = 37 and Nbknd = 3841, which is in
rough agreement with results in literature [9, 12]. We
note that one can enhance the signal sensitivity by using

Higgsness � Topness along with M
(b)
T2 , M

(`)
T2 and

p
ŝ
(``)

min
.

The M
(b)
T2 (M (`)

T2 ) is MT2 computed for a subsystem where
the two b-quarks (leptons) are considered as the visible
particles and the two W ’s (⌫’s) as the invisible particles

with m̃ = mW (m̃ = 0). The M
(b)
T2 for tt̄ events has

a kinematic endpoint at mt, while the distributions for
the other processes may extend beyond this endpoint, as

shown in the left panel of Fig. 4. Similarly, M
(`)
T2 has an

endpoint at mW for tt̄ and at m⌧ for ⌧⌧bb, as shown in

the middle panel of Fig. 4. Finally,
p

ŝ
(``)

min
in the right

panel shows an endpoint at mh for hh production, while
all other backgrounds extend above this point. The cuts

on Higgsness � Topness, together with the cuts on M
(b)
T2 ,

M
(`)
T2 and

p
ŝ
(``)

min
increase the significance up to � = 2.1

and NSM
sig /Nbknd = 0.25, keeping NSM

sig = 20. The curve
in the two scatter plots of Fig. 3 and the vertical lines at

M
(b)
T2 = 190 GeV, M

(`)
T2 = 6 GeV and

p
ŝ
(``)

min
= 130 GeV

in Fig. 4 represent the optimized cuts from the second
row of Table I.

A higher significance of 3.0� can be obtained by im-
posing slightly tighter baseline cuts (�R`` < 0.48, m`` <

60 GeV, �Rbb < 1.1, and 95 < mbb < 140 GeV) and
reoptimizing the additional cuts for NSM

sig = 10 and

NSM
sig /Nbknd ⇠ 1.2. Conversely, we can obtain more signal

events with slightly looser baseline cuts. For instance,
NSM

sig = 35 with NSM
sig /Nbknd = 0.061 is easily obtained

with loose baseline cuts (�R`` < 1.6, m`` < 75 GeV,
�Rbb < 1.5, and 90 < mbb < 140 GeV) and optimization
of Higgsness�Topness, which gives a significance of 1.4�.
This can be compared to existing results with a similar
number of signal events but a lower significance of ⇠0.7
[9, 12].
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FIG. 1: Distributions of
p
ŝ
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min and the true

p
ŝ for the

case of hh and tt̄ production.

FIG. 2: Distributions of �R``, �Rbb, m`` and mbb after basic
generation level cuts.

above the corresponding 2mh threshold. Consequently,
the two top quarks are more or less at rest, while the
two Higgs bosons are boosted and their decay products
tend to be more collimated. This observation motivates
the use of the variables �R``, �Rbb, m`` and mbb for our
starting cuts (their individual distributions are shown in

Fig. 2). These cuts, along with cuts on ~/PT and the lepton
transverse momenta p

`

T
provide our baseline cuts. Ta-

ble I lists the corresponding signal and background cross-
sections (first row). We then compute Topness and Hig-

gsness for each event, which provides a pair of likelihoods
in the (log H, log T ) space. Our results are shown in
Fig. 3, where the Higgsness and Topness are chosen as
the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. The tt̄ events are ex-
pected to be in the bottom right corner (see the right
panel), while the hh events are expected to have smaller
Higgsness and higher Topness (see the left panel). This
motivates the use of a curve in the (log H, log T ) space
as a cut in order to separate signal and background.

The second row in Table I lists the signal and back-
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FIG. 3: Scatter distribution of (logH, log T ) for signal (hh)
and backgrounds (tt̄, tt̄h, tt̄V , ``bj, ⌧⌧bb and others) after
loose baseline selection cuts. The curves are the optimized
cuts as in Table I.

ground cross-sections after some additional cuts. The last
two columns show the corresponding signal significance
using the log-likelihood ratio method for a luminosity of
3 ab�1 and the signal-over-background ratio NSM

sig /Nbknd,
respectively. Our baseline cuts result in a significance
of 0.6 with NSM

sig = 37 and Nbknd = 3841, which is in
rough agreement with results in literature [9, 12]. We
note that one can enhance the signal sensitivity by using
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in Fig. 4 represent the optimized cuts from the second
row of Table I.

A higher significance of 3.0� can be obtained by im-
posing slightly tighter baseline cuts (�R`` < 0.48, m`` <

60 GeV, �Rbb < 1.1, and 95 < mbb < 140 GeV) and
reoptimizing the additional cuts for NSM

sig = 10 and

NSM
sig /Nbknd ⇠ 1.2. Conversely, we can obtain more signal

events with slightly looser baseline cuts. For instance,
NSM

sig = 35 with NSM
sig /Nbknd = 0.061 is easily obtained

with loose baseline cuts (�R`` < 1.6, m`` < 75 GeV,
�Rbb < 1.5, and 90 < mbb < 140 GeV) and optimization
of Higgsness�Topness, which gives a significance of 1.4�.
This can be compared to existing results with a similar
number of signal events but a lower significance of ⇠0.7
[9, 12].
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• We include a SM background process, tW production, which was missing from all pre-
vious discussions of this channel, yet it turns out to be the next dominant background
once the tt̄ background is under control.

• The fact that the Higgs boson h is a color-singlet allows us to use the jet image of the
h ! bb̄ decay for further background suppression [45–48, 50].

• We examine the effect of pile-up, which was missing from previous studies. In particular,
we chose to apply the Soft Drop algorithm [56], which is a powerful pile-up mitigation
technique.

Our results show that the dominant tt̄ background can be significantly reduced until it
is comparable to the other subdominant backgrounds, i.e., after all cuts, we find that all
SM backgrounds contribute at similar levels. This reduction can be accomplished without
sacrificing too much of the signal rate, which leads to an improved signal significance. Our
study indicates that the dilepton channel from hh ! bb̄W+W� could contribute to the com-
bined significance for hh discovery on par with the other final states, making double Higgs
production sooner accessible at the HL-LHC.

This paper is structured as follows. We begin our discussion of the SM backgrounds and
present the details of our simulation in section 2. In the following two sections 3 and 4, we
provide some basic information on the kinematic variables used later in the analysis and on jet
images, respectively. Then in section 5 we discuss how we set up our analysis in a deep learning
framework. Section 6 presents our results, while section 7 is reserved for the discussion and
conclusions. We include a brief review on deep neural networks in Appendix A.

2 Event generation and detector simulation

Parton-level signal and background events were generated using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO

v2.6 [57] with the default NNPDF2.3QED parton distribution functions [58] at leading or-
der QCD accuracy at the

p
s = 14 TeV LHC. The default dynamical renormalization and

factorization scales were used. We assume 3000 ab�1 of luminosity throughout this paper.
Parton-level events were generated with the following cuts: pTj > 20 GeV, pTb > 20 GeV,
pT� > 10 GeV, pT ` > 10 GeV, ⌘j < 5, ⌘b < 5, ⌘� < 2.5, ⌘` < 2.5, �Rbb < 1.8, �R`` < 1.3, 70
GeV < mjj , mbb < 160 GeV and m`` < 75 GeV. For jj``⌫⌫̄, ``bj and tW + j backgrounds, we
impose 5 GeV < m`` < 75 GeV additionally. Here the angular distance �Rij is defined by

�Rij =
q
(��ij)2 + (�⌘ij)2, (2.1)

where ��ij = �i � �j and �⌘ij = ⌘i � ⌘j are respectively the differences of the azimuthal
angles and rapidities between particles i and j.

The double Higgs production cross-section is normalized to �hh = 40.7 fb, the next-
to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) accuracy in QCD [59]. Considering all relevant branching
fractions, we obtain signal cross section �hh·2·BR(h ! bb)·BR(h ! WW ⇤

! `+`�⌫⌫̄) = 0.648
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fb, where ` denotes an electron or a muon, including leptons from tau decays. The major
background is tt production, whose cross section is normalized to the NNLO QCD cross-section
953.6 pb [60]. Another important background is tth, which is normalized to the next-to-leading
order (NLO) QCD cross-section of 611.3 fb [61]. For the ttV (V = W±, Z) background, we
apply an NLO k-factor of 1.54, resulting in a cross-section of 1.71 pb [62]. We apply an NLO
k-factor of 1.0 for the Drell-Yan type backgrounds ``bj and ⌧⌧bb, where j denotes partons
in the five-flavor scheme. Note that a recent study indicates that kNNLO,DY

QCD⌦QED
⇡ 1 [63]. The

irreducible jj``⌫⌫ background from the mixed QCD+EW process is included with kNLO = 2.
Finally, we generate tW + j events with up to one additional matched jet (in the five-flavor
scheme), whose cross-section turns out to be 0.51 pb (after the cuts) including all relevant
branching fractions.

Events are further processed for parton-shower/hadronization using Pythia8235 [64].
We use Delphes 3.4.1 [54] for simulating the detector effects and Fastjet 3.3.1 [55] for
jet-reconstruction, with modified ATLAS settings as follows.

• Jets are clustered with the anti-kT algorithm [65] with cone-size �R = 0.4, where �R

is the distance (2.1) in the (�, ⌘) space. Jets are also required to have pT > 30 GeV and
|⌘| < 2.5.

• For lepton isolation, we require pT `
pT `+

P
i pTi

> 0.7, where the sum is taken over the
transverse momenta pT i of all final states particles i, i 6= `, with |⌘i| < 2.5, pT i > 0.5

GeV and within �Ri` < 0.3 of the lepton candidate `.

• For photon isolation, we analogously require
P

i pTi

pT�
< 0.12 for particles within �Ri� <

0.3 of the photon candidate �.

• The missing transverse momentum /~PT is defined as the negative vector sum of the
transverse momenta of the reconstructed jets, leptons and photons.

• We use the a flat b-tagging efficiency, ✏b!b = 0.75, and flat mis-tagging rates for non-b
jets of ✏c!b = 0.1 and ✏j!b = 0.01 [66].

After particle reconstruction, we employ the following baseline selection cuts
1 from Ref. [39]:

• the two leading jets must be b-tagged,

• exactly two isolated leptons of opposite sign, each with pT ` > 20 GeV,

• /PT = | /~PT | > 20 GeV for the reconstructed missing transverse momentum,

• proximity cut of �R`` < 1.0 for the two leptons,

• proximity cut of �Rbb < 1.3 for the two b-tagged jets,
1For the motivation behind these cuts, see Fig. 1 (in which the cut values are indicated with vertical dotted

lines) and the related discussion in Sec. 3 below.
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(NNLO)

• tt: 953.6 pb (NNLO)
• tth: 611.3 fb (NLO)
• ttV (V=W, Z): 1.71 pb (NLO)
• DY:  

• Irreducible jjllnunu: k_NLO = 2

• tWj: 0.51 pb (after cuts, including all 
relevant branching fractions)
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• /PT = | /~PT | > 20 GeV for the reconstructed missing transverse momentum,

• proximity cut of �R`` < 1.0 for the two leptons,

• proximity cut of �Rbb < 1.3 for the two b-tagged jets,
1For the motivation behind these cuts, see Fig. 1 (in which the cut values are indicated with vertical dotted

lines) and the related discussion in Sec. 3 below.
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Signal tt̄ tt̄h tt̄V ``bj ⌧⌧bb tw + j jj``⌫⌫ � S/B

Baseline cuts: /PT > 20 GeV,

0.01046 1.8855 0.0269 0.0179 0.0697 0.0250 0.2209 0.0113 0.38 0.0046
pT,` > 20 GeV, �R`` < 1.0,

pT,b > 30 GeV, �Rbb < 1.3,

m`` < 65 GeV, 95 < mbb < 140 GeV

jet-image DL 0.00667 0.1817 0.0133 0.00793 0.0245 0.0129 0.0671 0.00854 0.65 0.021

10 low-level variables DL 0.00668 0.0806 0.00897 0.00435 0.0163 0.00876 0.0462 0.00578 0.88 0.039

16 variables DL 0.00667 0.0662 0.00948 0.00358 0.0170 0.00747 0.0387 0.00402 0.95 0.046

10 variables + jet-image DL 0.00667 0.0693 0.00897 0.00435 0.0178 0.00722 0.0359 0.00352 0.95 0.045

16 variables + jet-image DL 0.00668 0.0607 0.00769 0.00281 0.0173 0.00799 0.0317 0.00402 1.0 0.051

Table 1. Signal and background cross sections in fb after baseline cuts (first row) and at different
stages of analysis, using a combination of kinematic variables and jet images while requiring N = 20
signal events. The significance � is calculated using the log-likelihood ratio for a luminosity of 3 ab�1

at the 14 TeV LHC.

Figure 12. Correlation of the deep learning scores obtained in independent DL analyses using the
16 kinematic variables only (x-axis) and jet images only (y-axis) for signal (left panel) and background
(right panel).

In our main analysis, we performed simultaneous runs as shown in the deep learning
architecture in Fig. 9. Before calculating our final deep learning score, we obtain three inter-
mediate values, ↵, �, and �, which represent the DL scores for the respective substructure
corresponding to the jet images, the 6 high level variables and the 10 low level variables.
The first 6 panels in Fig. 13 show the pair-wise correlations between these three intermediate
scores for the signal (top row) and the background (middle row). The bottom three panels in
the figure show the one-dimensional distributions of the intermediate scores for signal (blue
histograms) and background (red histograms). We observe that the score from jet images
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We propose a novel kinematic method to expedite the discovery of the double Higgs (hh) pro-
duction in the `

+
`
�
bb̄+ /ET final state. We make full use of recently developed kinematic variables,

as well as the variables Topness for the dominant background (top quark pair production) and
Higgsness for the signal. We obtain a significant increase in sensitivity compared to the previous
analyses which used sophisticated algorithms like boosted decision trees or neutral networks. The
method can be easily generalized to resonant hh production as well as other non-resonant channels.

PACS numbers: 12.60.-i,14.80.Bn,14.65.Ha

Introduction. The discovery of the Higgs boson (h)
with a mass mh = 125 GeV [1, 2] jumpstarted a com-
prehensive program of the precision measurements of all
Higgs couplings. The current results for the couplings to
fermions and gauge bosons [3] appear to be in agreement
with the Standard Model (SM) predictions. However,
probing the triple and quartic Higgs self-couplings is no-
toriously di�cult [4–11]. Yet, the knowledge of those
couplings is crucial for understanding the exact mecha-
nism of electroweak symmetry breaking and the origin of
mass in our universe.

The Higgs self-interaction is parameterized as follows:

V =
m

2
h

2
h
2 + 3�

SM
3 vh

3 +
1

4
4�

SM
4 h

4
, (1)

where �
SM
3 = �

SM
4 = m

2
h

2v2 are the SM values, 3 and 4

parametrize deviations from those, and v ⇡ 256 GeV
is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. In order to ac-
cess 3 (4), one has to measure the process of double
(triple) Higgs boson production at the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC) or future colliders, possibly with high lumi-
nosity (HL). Due to the small signal cross-section (�hh),
it is necessary to combine as many di↵erent channels as
possible. One specific process, hh ! (bb̄)(W±

W
⌥), has

so far been relatively overlooked, due to the large SM
background cross-section �bknd ⇠ 105�hh, which is pre-
dominantly due to top quark pair production (tt̄). In
particular, there have been very few studies on the re-
sulting dilepton final state [8–12]. The existing analyses
employ sophisticated algorithms (neutral network (NN)
[9], deep neutral network (DNN) [10], boosted decision
tree (BDT) [11, 12], etc.) to increase the signal sensitiv-
ity, but show somewhat pessimistic results, with a sig-
nificance no better than 1� at the HL-LHC with 3 ab�1

luminosity [9–12].
In this letter, we propose a novel method to enhance

the signal significance for hh production in the dilepton
channel. The idea is to maximize the use of kinematic
information for the dominant background (dilepton tt̄

production). For this purpose, we utilize the class of
kinematic variables which were specifically designed for

the dilepton tt̄ topology [13–17]. In addition, we intro-
duce a discriminator against signal, which we refer to as
Topness, following Ref. [18], and an analogous discrimi-
nator against background, called Higgsness. We do not
use matrix elements or any of the above mentioned com-
plicated algorithms. The method leads to a surprisingly
high significance compared to existing results. We will
first carry out an analysis for the case of a SM-like Higgs
boson, 3 = 1, before extending to non-SM values.

Method. Our method relies on two new kinemat-
ics functions, Topness and Higgsness, which respec-
tively characterize features of tt̄ and hh events, and two
less commonly used variables, subsystem MT2 (or M2)
[13, 16, 19] for tt̄ and subsystem

p
ŝmin (or M1) [14–16]

for hh production. Topness provides a degree of con-
sistency for a given event to dilepton tt̄ production, in
which there are 6 unknowns (the three-momenta of the
two neutrinos, ~p⌫ and ~p⌫̄) and four on-shell constraints,
mt, mt̄, mW+ and mW� . The neutrino momenta can be
fixed by minimizing the following quantity

�
2
ij

⌘ min
~/PT=~p⌫T+~p⌫̄T

2

64

⇣
m

2
bi`

+⌫
� m

2
t

⌘2

�
4
t

+

�
m

2
`+⌫

� m
2
W

�2

�
4
W

+

⇣
m

2
bj`

�⌫̄
� m

2
t

⌘2

�
4
t

+

�
m

2
`�⌫̄

� m
2
W

�2

�
4
W

3

75 , (2)

subject to the missing transverse momentum constraint,
~/PT = ~p⌫T + ~p⌫̄T . We use MINUIT for the minimization in
our analysis [20]. Since there is a twofold ambiguity in
the paring of a b-quark and a lepton, we define Topness

as the smaller of two �
2s,

T ⌘ min
�
�
2
12 , �

2
21

�
. (3)

In double Higgs production, the two b-quarks arise
from a Higgs decay (h ! bb̄), and therefore their in-
variant mass mbb can be used as a first cut to enhance
the signal sensitivity. For the decay of the other Higgs
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Figure 1. Distributions of the 16 kinematic variables for signal (hh) and different types of back-
grounds (tt̄, tW̄ , tt̄V , tt̄h, ⌧⌧bb, ``bj and jj``⌫⌫) before baseline cuts. The y-axis represents the
number of events for each process and all individual distributions are normalized properly according
to their respective cross-sections assuming 3000 ab�1 at the 14 TeV LHC. The dotted vertical lines
indicate the baseline cuts introduced in Section 2.

• �R``, the angular separation (2.1) between the two leptons (4th plot in the 1st row).
Here the same arguments apply as in the case of �Rbb just discussed. The corresponding
plot in Fig. 1 confirms that the signal �R`` distribution peaks well below most of the
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Topness ( T )
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• Topness provides a degree of consistency to dileptonic       production.
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p22x + p22y + p22z)

two possible ways of paring b and `

• It scans over 6 unknowns of neutrino momenta with four on-shell masses and missing ET 
constraints.

• And find a minimum of the likelihood function. Kim, Kong, Matchev, Park, PRL 2019

Grasser, Shelton, Park, PRL 2013

Kim, Kim, Kong, Matchev, Park, JHEP 2019



Higgsness ( H )

• Higgsness provides a degree of consistency to dileptonic h → WW* system.
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• The off-shell W also has an end-point near mh - mW.
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• Its distribution is wide, but there is a peak, which can constrain hh system further.
Kim, Kong, Matchev, Park, PRL 2019
Kim, Kim, Kong, Matchev, Park, JHEP 2019
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• Its distribution is wide, but there is a peak, which can constrain hh system further.

Figure 2. Unit-normalized invariant mass distribution of the the lepton-neutrino (m`⌫ , left) and the
two neutrinos (m⌫⌫̄ , right).

The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the unit-normalized invariant mass distribution of the
proper lepton-neutrino system (m`⌫). The distribution has a bimodal shape — the narrow
peak on the right near 80 GeV corresponds to the on-shell W -boson resonance, while the
broader hump to the left is due to the off-shell W ⇤, with a clear end-point at mh �mW = 45

GeV and a maximum near mpeak

W ⇤ = 40 GeV in accordance with (3.4).
The definition of Higgsness (3.3) also includes a term which tests for consistency with the

expected invariant mass distribution d�
dm⌫⌫̄

for the neutrino pair3, which is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 2. The red solid curve gives the pure phase space prediction

d�

dm⌫⌫̄

/

Z
dm2

W ⇤�1/2(m2
h, m

2
W , m2

W ⇤)f(m⌫⌫̄) , (3.5)

where �(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 � 2xy � 2yz � 2zx is the two-body phase space function and
f(m) is the invariant mass distribution of the antler topology with h ! WW ⇤

! `+`�⌫⌫̄:

f(m) ⇠

(
⌘ m, 0  m  e�⌘E,

m ln(E/m) , e�⌘E  m  E,
(3.6)

where the endpoint E and the parameter ⌘ are defined in terms of the particle masses as

E =
p

mWmW ⇤ e⌘ , (3.7)

cosh ⌘ =

✓
m2

h
� m2

W
� m2

W ⇤

2mWmW ⇤

◆
. (3.8)

Note that by allowing one of the W -bosons to be on-shell, eqs. (3.5-3.8) generalize the results
previously derived in Refs. [66–69] for the purely on-shell case. The blue histogram in the

3In the limit of massless leptons, the distribution d�
dm⌫⌫̄

is the same as the dilepton mass distribution d�
dm

`+`�
,

which is directly observable and therefore more commonly discussed in the literature [66–69].
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subject to the missing transverse momentum constraint, /~PT = ~pT⌫ + ~pT ⌫̄ . The parameters
�t and �W are indicative of the corresponding experimental resolutions and intrinsic particle
widths. In principle, they can be treated as free parameters and one can tune them using NN,
BDT, etc. In our numerical study, we shall use �t = 5 GeV and �W = 5 GeV. Since there is a
twofold ambiguity in the paring of a b-quark and a lepton, Topness is defined as the smaller
of the two �2s [39],

T ⌘ min
�
�2
12 , �2

21

�
. (3.2)

The Topness distributions for both signal and backgrounds before baseline cuts are shown in
Fig. 1 (3rd plot in the 3rd row). We observe that, as expected, T tends to have smaller values
for the main background (tt̄) than for signal.

In our signal of hh production, the two b-quarks arise from a Higgs decay (h ! bb̄), and
therefore their invariant mass mbb can be used as a first cut to enhance the signal sensitivity.
For the decay of the other Higgs boson, h ! W±W ⇤⌥, Higgsness is defined as follows [39]
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Jet images before baseline cuts

Figure 7. The cumulative average of the jet images for the signal and the different background
processes before the baseline cuts (basic cuts at the event generation stage were still imposed). The
origin of the (⌘, �) plane is taken to be the center of the b quark pair and the color scheme indicates the
total pT in each pixel. The black dotted line delineates the region 1.6  ⌘  1.6 and �2.01  �  2.01
used in the analysis.

Figure 8. The same as Fig. 7, but after imposing the baseline cuts introduced in Section 2.
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Figure 11. A ROC curve (left panel) and signal significance as a function of the number of signal
events (right panel). The vertical lines mark N = 20 signal events, which corresponds to ✏signal = 0.64.

affect the jet images and retains the same shapes as in Fig. 8. In second method, we remove
the neutral jet image layer in the analysis. Unlike charged particles, which can be cleaned up
from pile-up relatively easily by checking the longitudinal vertex information [106], neutral
particles cannot be treated the same way and suffer from non-removable pile-up effects. The
corresponding results with these two pile-up mitigation methods are also shown in Fig. 11
with the red dotted line labelled “16var with jetimage DNN, SoftDrop” and the red, dashed
line labelled “16var with jetimage DNN, no neutral layer”, respectively.

We also examine the performance of the DNN with four momentum information as input.
The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 11, where the green-dashed (green-solid) curve
represents the significance with four momentum information only (four momentum informa-
tion plus jet images). The inputs are 18 real numbers, i.e., the four momenta of the two
leptons and the two b-tagged jets and the missing transverse momentum. For this exercise,
we use a 4 ⇥ 128 dense layer instead of a 4 ⇥ 64 dense layer. We notice that the DNN
performance with kinematic variables is better. This is because, in general, the use of four
momenta requires a large training sample in order to be effective, while the kinematic vari-
ables already perform efficiently with a smaller data set. If the architecture is deep enough
with a large amount of data, the DNN performance with four momentum information would
be comparable (or better) to that with kinematic variables only. This exercise illustrates the
importance of the appropriate use of kinematic variables.

In summary, Fig. 11 demonstrates that jet images (which capture the effects of color flow)
can improve performance over the baseline selection cuts. At the same time, DL with jet image
substructure alone does not show the best performance, and becomes fully effective (and still
stable under pile-up) only when it is combined with the full set of 16 variables, including the
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Signal tt̄ tt̄h tt̄V ``bj ⌧⌧bb tw + j jj``⌫⌫ � S/B

Baseline cuts: /PT > 20 GeV,

0.01046 1.8855 0.0269 0.0179 0.0697 0.0250 0.2209 0.0113 0.38 0.0046
pT,` > 20 GeV, �R`` < 1.0,

pT,b > 30 GeV, �Rbb < 1.3,

m`` < 65 GeV, 95 < mbb < 140 GeV

jet-image DL 0.00667 0.1817 0.0133 0.00793 0.0245 0.0129 0.0671 0.00854 0.65 0.021

10 low-level variables DL 0.00668 0.0806 0.00897 0.00435 0.0163 0.00876 0.0462 0.00578 0.88 0.039

16 variables DL 0.00667 0.0662 0.00948 0.00358 0.0170 0.00747 0.0387 0.00402 0.95 0.046

10 variables + jet-image DL 0.00667 0.0693 0.00897 0.00435 0.0178 0.00722 0.0359 0.00352 0.95 0.045

16 variables + jet-image DL 0.00668 0.0607 0.00769 0.00281 0.0173 0.00799 0.0317 0.00402 1.0 0.051

Table 1. Signal and background cross sections in fb after baseline cuts (first row) and at different
stages of analysis, using a combination of kinematic variables and jet images while requiring N = 20
signal events. The significance � is calculated using the log-likelihood ratio for a luminosity of 3 ab�1

at the 14 TeV LHC.

Figure 12. Correlation of the deep learning scores obtained in independent DL analyses using the
16 kinematic variables only (x-axis) and jet images only (y-axis) for signal (left panel) and background
(right panel).

In our main analysis, we performed simultaneous runs as shown in the deep learning
architecture in Fig. 9. Before calculating our final deep learning score, we obtain three inter-
mediate values, ↵, �, and �, which represent the DL scores for the respective substructure
corresponding to the jet images, the 6 high level variables and the 10 low level variables.
The first 6 panels in Fig. 13 show the pair-wise correlations between these three intermediate
scores for the signal (top row) and the background (middle row). The bottom three panels in
the figure show the one-dimensional distributions of the intermediate scores for signal (blue
histograms) and background (red histograms). We observe that the score from jet images
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kinematic variables can reach at 
most 1.6 sigma.

• Significance with kinematic 
variables only or jet images only 
give signal significance below 1.

Using Delphes

Classic CNN + 
kinematic variables

ResNet + Kinematic Variables
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Factor of 1.7 
improvement !

• As a preliminary study, we included 
only         background.tt

• Our ResNet can be further reinforced 
by combining reconstructed 
kinematic variables.

• More recent architecture, Capsule 
Nets also provides a similar 
performance.

background onlytt
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• With tt + tW backgrounds, 
CNN+kinematic variables 
leads to significance of 
~1.2  

• ResNets brings ~30% 
improvement with 
additional features such 
as lepton and neutrino 
images.



Neutrino momenta (parton-level)

• Just like MT2, Higgsness and Topness provide momentum of neutrinos. 

• They can be used to study other quantities.
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Wolfram moments it can be said that the event shape is generator independent. Furthermore plots
using background data were created, for the same Hl Fox Wolfram Moments. These represent QCD
and W+Jets background data created using the Alpgen generator as well as the signal produced with
Alpgen. Again the four graphs can be found below:
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Figure 4: Fox Wolfram Moments with Background signal

All for plots show similar shapes for the event shape variable, hence it can be concluded that Fox
Wolfram is not su�ciently useful to separate signal and background data as desired.

3.2 Sphericity

The next event shape variable observed is sphericity. Sphericity can be defined as a measure of the
summed transverse moment squared with respect to the event axis [5]. By defining a sphericity tensor
Sphericity can be deduced.
Sphericity Tensor:

S
↵� =

P
i p

↵
i p

�
iP

i | pi |2 , (2)
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with ↵, � = 1, 2, 3 a matrix using x, y and z components of the momentum vector of the jets can
be constructed. Finding the normalised eigenvalues of these matices the actual sphericity can be
constructed. It will be found that to the eigenvalues applies the following to satisfy the normalisation
condition: �1 � �2 � �3 and �1 + �2 + �3 = 1. Sphericity can be found as a linear combination of
these:

S =
3
2
(�2 + �3) (3)

This formula was then used to evaluate the sphericity of signal data and background data. This can
be summarised in the two plots below:
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Figure 5: Sphericity

It can be seen, that the signal data is very similar no matter which generator is used for the data
production, which was to be expected. Furthermore both QCD and W+Jets background Sphericity
behave in a similar way as the sphericity of the signal. The shape of all three graphs in the plot on
the right are very similar and therefore will make it hard to use sphericity as an event shape variable
to distinguish between background and the actual signal.

3.3 Aplanarity

After sphericity aplanarity was the next event shape variable under investigation. Aplanarity is used
to look at di↵erent event topologies. It will help distinguish spherical from planar and linear events. Its
mathematical definition is 1.5 times the smallest eigenvalue of the momentum tensor(earlier introduced
as the sphericity tensor). [6]
Aplanarity:

A =
3
2
�1 (4)

For the aplanarity, again two plots were constructed one containing signal data of all four Monte Carlo
generators and the second one plotting the Alpgen signal data against a W+Jets and QCD background.
These two graphs display extremely well the fact that signal data is almost identical using di↵erent
generators. It can also be seen that aplanarity as an event shape variable is not e�cient in determining
a top event by separating signal and background data, as QCD as well as W+Jets show a very similar
pattern to the Alpgen signal.
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• S -> 0:  pencil-like event

• S -> 1: isotropic event

Shape variables  
(Parton Level)
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Exclusion (yellow) and discovery 
(green) reach in h2 h2 -> 2j 3l + met 

channel at the HL-LHC.
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Exclusion (yellow) reach in h1 h2 + h1 h1 
-> bb 2l + met channel at the HL-LHC.

Blue points feature an EWPT with φh(Tc)/Tc ≥ 1for some value of b4 >  0.01 utilizing the one-loop  
daisy-resummed thermal effective potential. Purple points additionally feature a strong first-order 
electroweak phase transition as predicted by the gauge-invariant high-T approximation (which 
drops the Coleman-Weinberg potential and is thus only applied to regions with tree-level vacuum 
stability). Strong electroweak phase transitions are typically correlated with sizable values of λ221.

Chen, Kozaczuk, Lewis, 1704.05844, Non-resonant Collider 
Signatures of a Singlet-Driven Electroweak Phase Transition Alhazmi, Kim, Kong, Lewis, preliminary



Summary
• Higgs self couplings are important to understand the nature of electroweak 

symmetry breaking.  The HL-LHC will have a sensitivity to the measurement of the 
triple Higgs coupling via double Higgs production, and it is a guaranteed physics.

• Double Higgs production is challenging due to small signal cross section / large SM 
backgrounds, which requires combination of multiple channels.

• bbWW dilepton channel is one of the most difficult channels due to strong 
correlation among many kinematic variables.

• Multivariate analysis could benefit from deep neural networks using jet images and 
sophisticated kinematic variables such as Topness / Higgsness with mass 
information. Further improvement may be possible by optimizing network 
structure (ResNets, CapsNets)

• bbWW channel could make a significant contribution in the combination of 
multiple channels for the triple Higgs coupling measurement.

• Semi-leptonic channel would be similar.


